
Name Campaigns Wisely
Adopting a similar, detailed naming convention for all campaigns makes reporting and optimizing easier – especially when you’re 
running a high volume of placements. For example, consider the following:

Product category | Sub product | Ad type | Keyword type | Match type | Targeting
Laundry detergent | Sensitive skin | HSA | Competitor | Broad | Manual

Product Display Ads
• Use compelling copy and a high-quality logo
• Create campaigns broken out by product targeting type (own products, competitor 

products, category products, related categories)
• Visit www.amazon.com/bestsellers to find popular items within specific categories        

to target
• Promote limited-time lightning deals and savings and sales deals 

Campaign Setup
Best Practices

These tips will help you manage new campaigns with efficiency and optimize at scale. Apply these tactics to your 

Sponsored Products, Headline Search Ads, and Product Display Ads campaigns. 

Sponsored Products
• Create 1 campaign for each combination of keyword type (branded, competitor, 

category) and match type (broad, phrase, exact)
• Bid 50% above the category average for keywords to win impressions from the start
• Turn on Bid+ for your manual-targeted campaigns to increase the opportunity for your 

ads to show at the top of search results when they are more likely to lead to a sale

Budget Recommendation
For maximum flexibility, set daily budgets for your campaigns (as opposed to campaign-level). This allows you to 
increase and decrease your spend as needed. Campaign-level budgets can only be increased. 

Automatic targeting is also available for Sponsored Products. This approach uses an Amazon algorithm to automatically 
collect and target highly relevant keywords for the products you choose to advertise. It is recommended you run this 
campaign type concurrently with your manual-targeted campaigns as automatic-targeted campaigns help you discover new 
keywords by dynamically adapting to search trends and seasonality.

Headline Search Ads
• Use compelling copy and a high-quality logo or lifestyle image
• Create 1 campaign for each combination of keyword type (branded, competitor, 

category) and match type (broad, phrase, exact)
• Bid 50% above the category average for keywords to win impressions from the start
• Use similar products for each ad, as the same keywords will be used to drive customers 

to all products promoted within the creative

For Sponsored Products and Headline Search Ads, begin with an extensive keyword list based on all searches where 
you would like your product to appear. You can optimize keywords after the campaign launches.
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